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Chapter 3451: Dragon Cave Space 

Circulating three different types of creation-level arts, grand cosmos energy 
poured out of his body. 

Boom! 

Gu Yuan and Long Yu felt the world trembling around them. In the next 
moment, the entire area was isolated from the Dragon Cave. 

3.8 billion units of grand cosmos energy came pouring out of Huang 
Xiaolong’s body, and it crushed everything in its way. Everything felt a sense 
of grand oppression and the two of them were forced to their knees. 

3.8 billion units of grand cosmos energy were just too damn terrifying. The 
Dragon Cave was forced to the brink of destruction. 

The dragonian beasts in the cave were forced to the ground and they growled 
in fright. 

“3… 3.8 billion units of grand cosmos energy?!” Long Yu and Gu Yuan 
screamed in unison. 

The two of them had already been seriously injured by Huang Xiaolong, and 
with the additional pressure coming from the void, they felt as though their 
bodies were going to explode! 

Huang Xiaolong clasped his hand behind his back and walked towards both of 
them. Their bones started creaking heavily. 

The more he walked, the paler they became. 

Finally, they felt as though their dao souls were about to scatter. 

“Lord… Please show mercy! We… We lost!” 

They might be supreme experts in the Shi Li World, but they were like flies 
before Huang Xiaolong. It wasn’t embarrassing for them to admit defeat to 
someone so much stronger than them. 



Huang Xiaolong retrieved his grand cosmos energy and smiled. 

Half an hour later… 

Gu Yuan and Long Yi stood obediently before Huang Xiaolong as they replied 
to all his questions respectfully. The two of them submitted to Huang 
Xiaolong, and he spent the past half an hour healing their wounds. They were 
back to their peak state after Huang Xiaolong’s assistance. 

“How do you know about the Golden Dragon of Creation?” Huang Xiaolong 
asked. He realized that the two of them recognized the golden dragon the 
moment he summoned it! Could someone in their universe also have the 
Huang Long Bloodline? 

“Yes.” The two of them looked at each other and raised an eyebrow in 
surprise. Could Huang Xiaolong not know about the existence of Huang 
Muyang? 

“Your Highness, the God of Creation, Huang Muyang, of the Mu Yang World, 
has the Huang Long Bloodline.” Gu Yuan replied even though he was 
confused by Huang Xiaolong’s question. 

Long Yi continued, “Huang Muyang can be said to be my junior. He might 
have been born after me, but his talent was much better. He was much luckier 
too, which explains his speed of cultivation. He entered the large completion 
stage of the God of Creation Realm not too long ago.” 

“Oh?” Huang Xiaolong was slightly taken aback. 

“However, Huang Muyang isn’t some sort of good person…” Gu Yuan shook 
his head and sighed. “He formed an alliance with the old b*stard Meng Tian 
and has been strutting about ever since.” 

Anyone could feel the hatred Gu Yuan had for Huang Muyang. 

“Meng Tian?” Huang Xiaolong asked again. 

“Your Highness, do you not know about Meng Tian?” The two of them 
frowned in response. 

“I came here from another universe.” Huang Xiaolong didn’t see the need to 
hide it from them. 



“What?!” they yelled in fright. 

“Other than the Meng Tian Universe, are there other universes out there?” 
Huang Xiaolong nodded his head before telling them about how Xuan Hai 
brought him over to the Meng Tian Universe. 

Gu Yuan stared at Long Yi and the two of them saw the look of amazement in 
each other’s eyes. 

Huang Xiaolong frowned. The two of them didn’t seem to know about the 
existence of other universes. 

Soon after, he asked several more questions about the Meng Tian Universe. 
From the two of them, he learned that the strongest God of Creation in the 
Meng Tian Universe was called Meng Tian, and he had reached the peak of 
the grand completion stage of the God of Creation Realm! He had 9.9 billion 
units of grand cosmos energy! 

However, they hadn’t heard anything about a God of Creation called Xuan 
Hai. 

Soon after, he asked about the universe-level spiritual vein in the Dragon 
Cave. 

The two of them looked extremely guilty when he asked about it. 

“The spiritual vein is located in a separate space in the Dragon Cave. There 
are countless restrictions around it, and not even the two of us will be able to 
enter as we wish,” Long Yi explained. 

“Oh?” Huang Xiaolong was surprised. He didn’t know that there was such a 
place in the Dragon Cave! Since it could stop the both of them, the restrictions 
around it definitely weren’t weak. 

The three of them soon arrived at the space Long Yi was talking about. 

Even though they were already deep in the Dragon Cave, they had to travel 
another half a day before arriving at the entrance to the separate space. 

“Your Highness, this is the place we’re talking about.” Long Yi pointed at the 
void before them and all Huang Xiaolong could see was a vast space with tiny 
stars twinkling about. 



The stars in the space before him looked like massive jewels, and on closer 
examination, Huang Xiaolong realized that they were ores! They were 
extremely rarely seen dragon-attributed spiritual stones, and only god knew 
how old they were. 

There was nothing else other than the ores. Dragon qi filled the space before 
him, and they were so thick that they looked like massive dragons rolling 
about. 

“The dragon essence here is really thick…” Huang Xiaolong gasped. 

If an expert who had comprehended all thirteen elements to the grand 
completion stage cultivated in the space, they would gain endless benefits! It 
was too bad it was useless for Huang Xiaolong. 

After asking about the location of the spiritual vein, Huang Xiaolong got them 
to wait where they were before he disappeared with a single stop. 

The separate dragon space was created during the formation of the universe, 
and the restrictions were pretty damn strong. Not even Huang Xiaolong dared 
to mess about. He released his dao souls and traveled carefully. He found 
several Flowers of Time and Void Reincarnation Thistle, and there were 
countless strands of Dragon Heart Grass. Of course, there were also many 
precious herbs. 

Several hours later, Huang Xiaolong arrived before the spiritual vein. It was 
like a giant dragon that was coiled up in the space before him, and he couldn’t 
see its end. 

It didn’t take too long before Huang Xiaolong retrieved the spiritual vein. He 
tossed it into the Sun Moon Furnace, and it was larger than anything he had 
ever obtained! The furnace trembled violently in an attempt to contain it. 

“Looks like I’ll have to find a way to upgrade the furnace…” Huang Xiaolong 
thought to himself. 

The Sun Moon Furnace was a pseudo-creation artifact like the Purple 
Lightning Peak, but it seemed as though it was falling behind. 

After obtaining the spiritual vein, Huang Xiaolong didn’t rush to leave. He 
continued looking around as he didn’t know what he would be able to find in 
the vast space before him. 
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Indeed, his hunch was right. There were many amazing treasures left in the 
depths of the space. He obtained a piece of dragon soul crystal that was 
several meters large. 

The crystal was extremely precious! It contained an innate dragon soul, and 
that was something vastly different from a dragon soul that was sealed in the 
crystal after. An innate dragon soul contained extremely pure universe source 
energy. It was extremely useful for anyone from the Dragon Race, and even 
Huang Xiaolong would be able to gain a lot from it! 

That wasn’t all. Huang Xiaolong also obtained quite a lot of treasures. There 
were pieces of Dragon Smelting Ore, Dragon Liquid, and even Dragon 
Essence! 

The Dragon Essence could only be obtained from pure dragons. It could be 
made into various pills! 

Huang Xiaolong even managed to obtain several pieces of universe-level 
dragon-attributed essence stones. 

“This is good stuff!” Huang Xiaolong’s eyes lit up when he looked at the thick 
dragon spirit around the essence stones. 

If he could fuse the dragon essence stones into his Huang Long Armor Set, 
he would be able to improve it by several levels! 

It was said that only Gods of Creation could refine creation-level artifacts, but 
Huang Xiaolong was no ordinary Dao Venerable! He had more grand cosmos 
energy than ordinary God of Creation Realm experts! 

Huang Xiaolong fell deep into thought. A day later, he saw a massive object 
glowing faintly in the distance. 

“This… This… This is Dragon Marrow!” Huang Xiaolong looked at the objects 
glittering gold before him. 



Dragon Marrow! 

That was even more precious than everything he had found previously! It was 
one of the most important components for restoring the Pangu Axe! 

Huang Xiaolong looked at the treasures before him in surprise. The more he 
looked at it, the happier he became. He didn’t think that he would hit such a 
huge jackpot during his trip! 

Keeping the Dragon Marrow, Huang Xiaolong wanted to continue deeper into 
the void. However, he realized that it became tougher and tougher. Even with 
all his strength, he was no longer able to progress, and he could only turn 
around reluctantly. 

Huang Xiaolong decided that he would travel to the end of the Dragon Cave 
when his third world accumulated 1.2999 billion units of grand cosmos energy. 

He could also come back when he wanted to break through to the God of 
Creation Realm. 

After all, it was a perfect place to break through! 

His speed on the way back was much faster than before. He left the separate 
space within half a day. 

“Your Highness!” Gu Yuan and Long Yi greeted Huang Xiaolong the moment 
he returned. 

Looking at the curious expressions on their faces, Huang Xiaolong knew that 
they wanted to know if he obtained the spiritual vein. 

He nodded slightly and chuckled, “Yup, I got it.” 

“Congratulations, Your Highness!” 

“I only managed to obtain it because of your information. Other than this, I 
managed to obtain several other treasures.” After he spoke, he took out the 
Dragon Liquid and the Dragon Essence. 

“Dragon… Dragon Liquid and essence!” the two of them yelled in shock. 

“That’s right.” Huang Xiaolong chuckled before handing it to them. 



“No, Your Highness, we’ve been stuck at our current level for too long. You 
should use it for yourself!” Gu Yuan and Long Yi refused the treasures 
instantly. 

“Just keep it. You definitely need it to break through after being stuck at the 
bottleneck for so long.” Huang Xiaolong laughed. “I have a little more, and 
there’s no need to stand on ceremony!” 

The two of them thanked Huang Xiaolong profusely before accepting the 
treasures. 

With the two of them following closely behind, they emerged from the 
separate space. 

Huang Xiaolong didn’t meet with Li Wei and the others immediately after 
emerging. Instead, he went around to subdue the dragonian beasts. 

… 

“Did… Did something happen to His Highness?” one of the guards behind Li 
Wei asked. 

Li Wei was equally as worried. After all, Huang Xiaolong had said that he 
would be back in three days. It had already been five days since he left! 

They might trust Huang Xiaolong’s strength, but they knew that things could 
always go wrong. 

“Young Lady, do you think that he met the cave master of the Dragon Cave?” 

The worry in Li Wei’s heart grew larger. 

If he really ran into the cave master, wouldn’t that mean… 

She couldn’t help but think of the scene where a giant dragon swallowed 
Huang Xiaolong. 

“Young Lady, we should take our leave… It’s too dangerous to remain here!” 
the guard behind Li Wei urged. 

A slap landed on the guard’s face the moment the suggestion was brought up. 
Li Wei glared at her guard and snorted, “If you say that again, I’ll kill you.” 



The guard fell to his knees and apologized profusely. 

“Looks like I’m pretty good at judging people.” A voice rang through the air as 
three figures appeared in the void above them. 

The person in the lead was obviously Huang Xiaolong. 

Li Wei and the others heaved a sigh of relief. 

“Your Highness!” 

Li Wei looked at Long Yi and Gu Yuan suspiciously as she noticed that they 
were different from the dragonian beasts he had subdued along the way. Gu 
Yuan had already shrunk his body down, and he was barely taller than a 
regular human. As for his arms, he hid four of them with some sort of illusory 
art. 

As for Long Yi, he was in his human form. Despite looking like a normal 
human, his body was split into two colors, and it looked really odd. 

Huang Xiaolong introduced the two of them when he saw the look on Li Wei’s 
face. “You can call him Gu Yuan, and this is Long Yi.” 

Gu Yuan was a hidden expert, and not many people knew that the cave 
master of the Dragon Cave was called Long Yi. As such, Li Wei’s party didn’t 
feel that anything was off when they heard the names. 

“We greet fellow cultivators,” Li Wei greeted respectfully. 

The two of them could see through Li Wei’s strength instantly, but they didn’t 
dare to put on airs. They nodded their heads in acknowledgment. 

Soon after, Huang Xiaolong brought them all out of the Dragon Cave. 

“Your Highness, we were afraid that you would run into the cave master of the 
Dragon Cave!” Li Wei muttered. 

Huang Xiaolong raised an eyebrow in surprise and he chucked in amusement. 
“Are you afraid that the cave master would devour me?” 

Li Wei laughed in embarrassment. 



Beside them, Long Yi felt his eyes twitching as an awkward smile hung on his 
face. Gu Yuan forced himself to hold back his laughter. 

“Your flying ship is a little too slow. Let’s use my Purple Lightning Peak,” 
Huang Xiaolong said as he retrieved his treasure. 

“This… This is a pseudo-creation artifact!” Li Wei gasped. 

Huang Xiaolong nodded casually and brought everyone on board. 

As they traveled much faster than before, they returned to the Shi Li World in 
several months. 

By the time they entered the Black Flame Holy World, a year had passed. 

“Your Highness, that’s the Myriad Star Palace.” Li Wei introduced. 

There were countless stars hanging in the space above, and there were many 
palaces situated on the dazzling stars. 
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“Myriad Star Palace… It’s a pretty nice place,” Huang Xiaolong praised. 

He could see that every single palace contained a mysterious formation that 
linked every single star together. As they borrowed the power of the heavenly 
bodies, they formed an extremely powerful formation. 

Li Wei chuckled. “Your Highness is too kind!” 

Soon after, she invited all of them into the Myriad Star Palace. 

When they entered, the various eminent elders and grand elders were waiting 
for them. 

“Young Lady, how did it go?” Eminent Elder Chen Chao spoke the moment 
she returned. 



As she didn’t tell them about their gains during the trip, everyone wanted to 
know if they found the Dragon Heart Grass. 

Li Wei nodded her head and smiled. “Eminent Elder Chen Chao, please rest 
assured that we managed to find two stalks of Dragon Heart Grass.” 

Everyone in the hall rejoiced. 

“We only managed to obtain the Dragon Heart Grass because of His 
Highness,” Li Wei explained before introducing them to Huang Xiaolong. 

Many of them thanked Huang Xiaolong, and Huang Xiaolong nodded slightly 
in response. However, Chen Chao asked Huang Xiaolong in suspicion, “I 
wonder where Young Master Huang is from. You’re not related to us… Why 
did you help our Myriad Star Palace?” 

He couldn’t believe that Huang Xiaolong would help them in return for nothing. 

Many people started to stare at Huang Xiaolong cautiously. 

Li Wei’s expression changed instantly. 

“Eminent Elder Chen Chao, stop right there! You’re not qualified to question 
His Highness!” 

Eminent Elder Chen Chao was slightly surprised, but he glared at Huang 
Xiaolong suspiciously. 

“I helped you guys because it was along the way,” Huang Xiaolong explained. 
“Do you really think that I’m plotting against your Myriad Star palace? You’re 
such a tiny faction. There’s no need for me to move against you.” 

Another eminent elder sneered in response. “Tiny faction? Are you looking 
down on us? If you are, why did you help our young lady to obtain the Dragon 
Heart Grass?” 

Li Wei yelled hastily, “All of you, stop right now!” 

Eminent Elder Chen Chao of the Myriad Star Palace shook his head in 
response, “If Young Master Huang does not reveal his background, we will not 
allow you to enter our Myriad Star Palace.” 



Long Yi couldn’t help but sneer when he saw their behavior. His snort was like 
a massive blast that rang in their ears, and they retreated several steps. When 
they stopped themselves, they realized that blood was trickling down the side 
of their faces. They stared at Long Yi in fear. 

Li Wei and her guards fell to their knees as they kowtowed respectfully, “Your 
Highness, they didn’t know better! Please forgive them!” 

“Your Highness, please show mercy!” Her guards kowtowed in fear. 

Chen Chao and the others might not know how strong Huang Xiaolong was, 
but they were there when he revealed his strength. 

Seeing Li Wei’s behavior, Chen Chao and the others were stunned. 

Everything they were seeing had exceeded their expectations. 

Huang Xiaolong glanced at Chen Chao and the other eminent elders as a 
trace of amusement flashed through his mind. Li Wei might not have told him 
what was going on in the Myriad Star Palace, but he could tell that Chen 
Chao, Jia Fangyuan, and several other eminent elders, didn’t respect Li Wei 
at all. They were looking for all sorts of reasons to undermine her authority. 

Chen Chao and the others didn’t dare to look Huang Xiaolong in the eyes. 

Allowing Li Wei to get up, he followed her into the Myriad Star Palace. No one 
dared to stop him this time. 

“Eminent Elder Chen Chao, this…” Jia Fangyuan asked as he looked at Chen 
Chao. 

“We’ll think of something when we get back.” A light flashed in Chen Chao’s 
eyes as he looked at their leaving figure. 

After Li Wei brought them into the Myriad Star Palace, she arranged for their 
accommodation personally. 

“What’s going on with Chen Chao?” Huang Xiaolong asked. 

After a slight hesitation, Li Wei explained, “Your Highness, Chen Chao has 
always been lusting over the position of the palace master. Now that my father 
is heavily injured, there’s no one to keep him in check. He has been acting 



more and more out of line, and he definitely hopes for me to die in the Dragon 
Cave! Too bad I came back safe and sound.” 

Huang Xiaolong nodded his head slowly. He guessed as much. 

“Chen Chao is an expert who has comprehended four elements to the 
perfection level. He has some sort of relationship with the patriarch of the 
Heaven Breaking Gate. Even when my father wasn’t injured, he didn’t dare to 
mess with Chen Chao.” 

She then explained the strength of the Heaven Breaking Gate. It was ranked 
among the top ten powers in the Black Flame World. It was ranked tenth, but 
the patriarch of the Heaven Breaking Gate was an expert who comprehended 
ten elements to the perfection level. Moreover, he was well connected to 
several caretakers in the Black Flame World Master Manor. 

“You don’t have to worry about Chen Chao. Just focus on treating your 
father’s injury.” Huang Xiaolong chuckled. 

Li Wei thanked Huang Xiaolong before leaving the room. 

After she left, Long Yi laughed coldly. “Oh, I’ve seen that guy before. He’s 
called Shi Potian.” 

That was the name of the Heaven Breaking Patriarch. 

“Huh?” Huang Xiaolong and Gu Yuan turned to look at Long Yi. 

“The world masters of the Black Flame World, Heavenly Flame World, and 
several others came over to look for treasures in my Dragon Cave. They 
formed an alliance with Shi Potian and other experts who had comprehended 
ten or more elements to perfection level to venture deep into the Dragon 
Cave. There were more than a hundred of them, and I completely decimated 
them! Heh, I beat them half to death until they kneeled to beg for mercy. I was 
too lazy to kill them and let them all go.” 

“Of course, I got them to roll out of my Dragon Cave,” Long Yi smirked. 

Huang Xiaolong roared with laughter. “So that’s what happened! Li Wei’s 
subordinate told me that the world master of the Heavenly Flame World fought 
with you in the past but no one knows the outcome of the battle.” 



Long Yi was stunned for a second before chuckling, “They might have 
comprehended thirteen elements to the perfection level, but they have barely 
1.0 billion units of grand cosmos energy. I smashed his balls with a single slap 
in the past! They’re probably too embarrassed to say that they lost, and they 
got everyone to guess the outcome of the battle… I wonder if he regenerated 
his balls… The next time I see him, I’ll shatter it again!” 

Huang Xiaolong and Gu Yuan roared with laughter. 

When they were talking about the world masters, Chen Chao and over a 
dozen eminent elders were discussing the matter in a grand hall somewhere 
in the Myriad Star Palace. 

“Who would have thought that she would obtain the Dragon Heart Grass…” 
Jia Fangyuan frowned. “I wonder where that b*stard came from. It seems like 
the experts around him have comprehended six or more elements…” 

“Are we going to stop our plan now that he’s here?” another doyen asked. 

Chen Chao glanced at the others before sighing, “Follow me to the Heaven 
Breaking Gate tomorrow. We’ll look for the Heaven Breaking Patriarch.” 

“Alright!” Jia Fanguan and the others yelled. 

The very next day, Chen Chao and the others left. They traveled towards the 
Heaven Breaking Gate together. 
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Chen Chao and the others didn’t manage to meet Shi Potian. They only met 
with Shi Potian’s disciple. After all, Chen Chao and the others weren’t 
important enough to meet with Shi Potian directly. Even so, they were ecstatic 
to meet with his disciple. 

When they met Shi Potian’s second disciple, Tang Yu, they were even 
happier. After all, he was the most talented disciple among the rest. He was 
also the strongest among them. He comprehended seven elements to the 
grand competition stage. 



Chen Chao and the others handed over more than a hundred million dao 
coins and various precious herbs before speaking about the matter with 
Huang Xiaolong. 

Tang Yu waved his hand casually when he heard the story. “Relax. I’ll deal 
with the Huang b*stard for you. However, I want the Myriad Star Cup after it’s 
done.” 

The faces of Chen Chao and the others changed. 

The Myriad Star Cup was the most important piece of treasure in the Myriad 
Star Palace. After all, it was used to gather the power of starlight, powering 
the grand formation of the Myriad Star Palace. Without the Myriad Star Cup, 
the future of the Myriad Star Palace could only be imagined. 

“Lord Tang Yu, this… The Myriad Star Cup is the most important treasure in 
our faction…” 

Tang Yu snorted in annoyance, “If it wasn’t an important treasure, why would I 
want it?” 

Chen Chao and the others didn’t dare to refute him. 

“Go back and think about it. Is the Myriad Star Cup more important, or is the 
position of the Myriad Star Palace Master better?” 

As Chen Chao’s expression sank, he looked at the various eminent elders 
who came along with him. 

“Alright. If Lord Tang Yu can deal with him and allow me to obtain the position 
of palace master, we are willing to hand over the Myriad Star Cup!” Chen 
Chao growled after a short moment. 

Tang Yu grinned in response. “You will definitely thank yourself for making 
this decision in the future. Let’s drink! Tomorrow, I’ll head over to the Myriad 
Star Palace with you!” 

“Many thanks to Lord Tang Yu!” 

Chen Chao and the others bowed respectfully. 

The next day, Tang Yu brought along dozens of experts from the Heaven 
Breaking Gate and went towards the Myriad Star Palace. 



All the experts he brought with him were powerhouses in the Breaking 
Heaven Palace. They were loyal to Tang Yu, and he wasn’t afraid that they 
would leak the news. 

“Get your men to keep an eye on that kid. Don’t allow him to escape,” Tang 
Yu instructed. “If he manages to get away, I won’t be held responsible. You’ll 
still have to give me my reward.” 

“Lord Tang Yu, you can rest assured. I’ve long since gotten my men to watch 
the kid. In the past few days, they’ve been strolling about the Myriad Star 
Palace. They seem pretty carefree.” 

“In a few days, he’ll be dead.” Tang Yu chuckled. 

Chen Chao and the others roared with laughter. 

Indeed, Huang Xiaolong and the others were really enjoying life in the Myriad 
Star Palace. At night, Huang Xiaolong would revolve the Pangu World 
Creation Art in order to devour the universe-level spiritual vein. During the 
day, he would tour the place with Long Yi and Gu Yuan. 

He decided to leave the Myriad Star Palace after refining the spiritual vein. 

However, he didn’t remain idle while doing so. He sent out more than a 
thousand dragonian beasts he subdued to look for information on universe-
level spiritual veins and creation-level herbs. 

He only left ten of the strongest ones by his side in case he needed to deal 
with any trouble that he was too lazy to handle. 

There were times when Huang Xiaolong would suppress his strength to fight 
with Gu Yuan and Long Yi. Despite that, they weren’t his match. 

Even though they were beaten every time, they learned a lot after sparring 
with Huang Xiaolong. 

It was especially so when Huang Xiaolong taught them the way of the dao. 
Their understanding of how to reach the God of Creation Realm became 
deeper. 

One fine day, Huang Xiaolong was discussing the dao with the two when Li 
Wei barged into his palace. She didn’t care that she was interrupting them, 



and she yelled hastily, “Your Highness, Chen Chao and the others left for the 
Heaven Breaking Gate several days ago! Right now, they’re back with a ton of 
experts!” 

Long Yi chuckled, “Did that brat, Shi Potian, come with them?” 

Li Wei shook her head. “No… His second disciple, Tang Yu, is here.” Afraid 
that Huang Xiaolong and the others wouldn’t take it seriously, she continued, 
“He’s the most talented among all the disciples, and he comprehended seven 
elements to the grand completion stage! He came along with a group of 
experts from the Heaven Breaking Gate, and there are several of them 
stronger than himself!” 

She knew that Huang Xiaolong was strong enough to force a grand marshal 
of the Northern Court Celestial Empire back, but she still panicked when she 
heard that Tang Yu was here with eminent elders of the Heaven Breaking 
Gate. 

After all, the Heaven Breaking Gate was too famous in the area. 

Huang Xiaolong chuckled, “Even if Shi Potian came, Long Yi will be able to 
deal with it. Relax.” 

Li Wei looked at Long Yi in shock. She couldn’t believe that a mere follower 
would be able to defeat the Heaven Breaking Patriarch. After all, Shi Potian 
was the strongest person in the region! He comprehended ten elements to the 
grand completion stage! 

If Long Yi could read her mind, he would probably smash his head into the 
wall to kill himself. 

“That person you call Tang Yu has already arrived.” Huang Xiaolong 
discovered them in an instant. 

“Let’s go take a look at the experts from the Heaven Breaking Gate.” Huang 
Xiaolong laughed. 

Gu Yuan smiled, “We will deal with them for Your Highness…” After he spoke, 
he turned to stare at Long Yi. 

In the past few days, they had been bullied badly by Huang Xiaolong. They 
had long since wanted to vent their frustration on someone else. 



Now, Tang Yu had conveniently delivered himself over to them. 

The three of them headed straight for Tang Yu’s group. 

When Chen Chao and the others saw Huang Xiaolong’s appearance, their 
eyes lit up. He pointed at Huang Xiaolong and said, “Lord Tang Yu, that’s 
them! He’s the person we’re talking about, and those are his subordinates!” 

“His subordinate is pretty strong. He’s an expert who comprehended six 
elements to the perfection level!” Chen Chao continued. 

“Six? Not bad…” Tang Yu sneered in response. 

He loved to battle experts who were slightly weaker than him. It wouldn’t be 
fun to bully those who couldn’t fight back, and he couldn’t bully anyone 
stronger than him. As such, he loved looking for people slightly weaker than 
himself in order to show off his strength. 
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Huang Xiaolong saw the look on Tang Yu’s face when he sized Long Yi up 
and down. He nearly burst out laughing with Gu Yuan, but that would ruin all 
the fun. 

Long Yi glanced at Tang Yu before sneering, “Brother Gu, hand this brat over 
to me. I’ll deal with him alone. You can do whatever you want to the others.” 

“Hehe, If you say so,” Gu Yuan snickered. 

Chen Chao and the others were stunned when they heard the exchange 
between the two. 

Tang Yu could hear the mockery in Long Yi’s voice, and his expression sank 
immediately. He glared at Huang Xiaolong before looking at the two. “In a bit, 
I’ll make you wish you were dead.” 

“All of you will die a horrible death!” 



Long Yi could no longer hold back his amusement. A snort left his lips, and he 
swiped at the air to drag Tang Yu over. “Horrible death? Brat, do you know 
that I won’t even bother to deal with a fly like you if I ran into you along the 
street? Even your master is nothing but a fart in my eyes. With a tiny fart, I’ll 
beat him half to death!” 

Long Yi wasn’t kidding. In the past, a single fart from him blew all of them 
away. It was a special skill cultivated by Long Yi, and not many people could 
stop his fart. 

Tang Yu stared at Long Yi with terror in his eyes. He tried to circulate his true 
qi, but he realized that he couldn’t put up the slightest resistance! 

Chen Chao and the others were dumbstruck. 

“Who are you?!” Qin Zitai, an eminent elder of the Heaven Breaking Gate 
asked. 

“You’re not qualified to ask for this daddy’s identity,” Long Yi sneered. 
“However, Shi Potian should know who I am. You can go ahead and ask him!” 

“Oh, wait a minute. You won’t be able to ask him!” 

The experts of the Heaven Breaking Gate frowned. 

It seemed as though the other party knew their patriarch! 

“Tang Yu is the treasured disciple of our patriarch! On his behalf, please let 
him go,” another eminent elder warned. 

“On Shi Potian’s behalf?! Didn’t you hear what I just said? Shi Potian isn’t 
worth a fart before me! Why should I give a damn about him?!” Long Yi 
growled. 

“Eminent Elder Qin, this man went too far! He doesn’t show respect to our 
patriarch at all! We should join hands to kill him!” one of the grand elders 
roared. 

However, he was sent flying by Gu Yuan the moment the words left his lips. 
By the time he crashed into the ground, he was no longer breathing. 

Everyone stared at the grand elder in shock. 



Is he dead?! 

Gu Yuan slowly walked towards the others and sneered, “Make your move. 
Give it everything you got. Bring out all your dao artifacts and try to hit me.” 

Qin Zitai roared with fury as he circulated his power to the limit. The blade in 
his hand slashed towards Gu Yuan. 

When he released his aura, everyone in the Myriad Star Palace was shocked. 

Even so, Gu Yuan simply stretched out his hand and slapped the giant blade 
that was formed by Qin Zitai’s blade qi. It shattered instantly as the shards 
flew towards the experts of the Heaven Breaking Gate. 

When they were busy defending themselves from the blade qi, Gu Yuan sent 
a single punch flying towards Qin Zitai. 

Boom! 

Again, an explosion rang through the skies. 

Long Yi looked at Tang Yu who was shivering with fear in his hand and a 
sinister smile formed on his face. The haughty expression on Tang Yu’s face 
was nowhere to be seen. 

“It’s your turn.” 

Before Tang Yu could say anything, Long Yi chopped at his neck with the side 
of his palm. A searing pain shot through his brain and he was in so much pain 
he couldn’t scream. 

Li Wei stood to the side with her eyes wide. She might have guessed that 
Huang Xiaolong’s subordinates were strong, but they were far too powerful! 

Even an eminent elder from the Heaven Breaking Gate who had 
comprehended eight elements to perfection level couldn’t take a single blow 
from Gu Yuan! 

In the time it took for her to realize what was going on, Gu Yuan dealt with a 
huge half of his opponents! 

Chen Chao and the others were so frightened that they forgot to run. 



Very quickly, Gu Yuan and Long Yi dealt with all of them. 

Huang Xiaolong tossed the half-dead experts over to Li Wei and the others 
and got them to clean up the battlefield. Turning to look at Chen Chao and the 
rest, he raised an eyebrow casually. 

They had long since gotten to their knees, and they were begging for mercy. 

Initially, Huang Xiaolong wanted to deal with them personally. However, he 
lost interest when he saw their pathetic looks. Shaking his head, he got Long 
Yi to seal off their cultivation base before handing them over to Li Wei. 

Half a day later… 

The Heaven Breaking Gate learned what happened to Tang Yu and the 
others, causing Shi Potian to fly into a fit of rage. However, he fell into a daze 
after asking for details on the incident. 

“Did he actually say that he could destroy me with his fart?!” Shi Potian 
frowned. The scene that played out countless years ago made him remember 
some unhappy memories. 

It was a humiliation that he would never forget as long as he lived! 

The eminent elder that made the report didn’t notice the change in Shi 
Potian’s expression and he roared with rage, “That b*stard deserves to die! In 
my opinion, you should skin him alive with his master, that b*stard with the 
surname Huang. We’ll throw them into the poison pool for a hundred million 
years!” 

When he was still going on about his ideas, a heavy slap landed on his face. 
He crashed into the wall behind, and he finally realized that Shi Potian was 
the one who struck him. ?! 

“If you say another word, I’ll extract your dao soul and throw it into the poison 
pool!” Shi Potian glared at him with a gaze that could kill. 

After discovering that Shi Potian wasn’t kidding, the eminent elder fell to his 
knees. 

“Retrieve all the Dragon Liquid in the treasury right now!” Shi Potian roared at 
his oldest disciple. “I’ll make a trip over to the Myriad Star Palace.” 



They thought that they had misheard and the experts standing in the hall 
looked at each other in disbelief. If the patriarch was going to the Myriad Star 
Palace, why does he need to bring his treasures over?! 

The Dragon Liquid was the most precious of treasures in their Heaven 
Breaking Gate. They kept it for god knows how many years and not even Shi 
Potian was willing to use it for himself. 

No matter how hard they tried, they would never guess that Shi Potian wanted 
to use the treasures to seek forgiveness. 

After retrieving the Dragon Liquid from the treasury, Shi Potian kept it well 
before ordering everyone in the hall, “Wait for my news. If I fail to return, 
Wang Jun will be the new patriarch of the Heaven Breaking Gate!” 

Wang Jun was precisely his oldest disciple. 

Everyone stared at him in shock. Is he actually laying down his will?! 

They fell to their knees in unison and cried out in terror, “Patriarch, please 
reconsider!” 
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“Master, We have more than a billion disciples in our Heaven Breaking Gate. 
Are we really unable to deal with three of them?!” Wang Jun cried out. 
“Moreover, we have many allies out there! We can call for Zhu Molin, Tian 
Yigu, Jin Ge, and the rest!” 

“That’s right! Patriarch, please think this through!” The eminent elders cried 
out in succession. 

Shaking his head, Shi Potian thought about what had happened in the past 
and sighed, “If that’s who I think it is, it doesn’t matter who I bring along. Not 
even the world master of the Black Flame World can do a thing…” 

Everyone felt their jaws dropping in fright. 



The world master of the Black Flame World ranked among the strongest 
masters in the Shi Li World! He comprehended thirteen elements to perfection 
level, but from what Shi Potian said, that wasn’t enough! 

In fact, there was something Shi Potian didn’t tell them. If the Dragon Cave 
Master was really the one who did it, who in the world was the Dragon Cave 
Master’s master?! 

The more he thought about it, the more he felt like his legs were about to give 
out. 

The Dragon Cave Master was a supreme expert who reached the peak of the 
Dao Venerable Realm! He was an inch away from breaking through to the 
God of Creation Realm! Unless one was a God of Creation, they wouldn’t be 
able to defeat him! 

In the past, there were dozens of world masters present. Eighty of them were 
experts who had comprehended eight or more elements to the perfection 
level. As for the rest, they weren’t exactly weaklings either. More than a 
hundred experts joined hands, only to be beaten badly by the Dragon Cave 
Master! 

They couldn’t even fight a single dragon! 

“I’m leaving!” Shi Potian warned all of them solemnly. “No one is allowed to 
spread rumors regarding this. If the lord gets angry, he might exterminate our 
entire Heaven Breaking Gate!” 

The experts in the hall nodded in acknowledgment. 

Wang Jun wanted to ask about the identity of the ‘lord’ his master mentioned, 
but he eventually swallowed his words. Shi Potian tore through the air and 
headed for the Myriad Star Palace alone. 

… 

Li Wei was refining the pill to save her father using the two stalks of Dragon 
Heart Grass when one of the grand elders made a report that Shi Potian had 
arrived. 

Jumping in fright, Li Wei cried out in shock, “Shi… Shi Potian?!” 



Shi Potian! 

He was the strongest expert in the region. 

When her father met Shi Potian in the past, he had to act like a mouse before 
the man! 

“Yes… Young Lady, what should we do?” the grand elder squeaked in 
trepidation. 

“How many people came along with him?” Li Wei asked. 

“He… He came alone.” 

“Alone?!” Li Wei was dumbfounded. In fact, everyone who heard the report 
couldn’t believe their ears. 

“Yes… Patriarch Shi Potian is currently standing outside the Myriad Star 
Palace, and he says that he wishes to meet with Lord Dragon. He hopes that 
young lady can make the report to Lord Dragon.” His expression turned weird 
all of a sudden. “He also said that if Lord Dragon is unwilling to meet him, he’ll 
kneel outside the Myriad Star Palace till he does.” 

Li Wei stared at the grand elder in shock. 

Kneeling outside the Myriad Star Palace until Lord Dragon meets with him?! 

“Are you sure that’s what Patriarch Shi Potian said?!” Li Wei asked in 
disbelief. 

The grand elder nodded his head. “I even asked him if he was referring to 
Lord Long Yi, and he said that he was!” 

Staring at the grand elder silently, Li Wei realized that Long Yi might not be 
lying when he said that Shi Potian and the others couldn’t even stand up to his 
fart. He wasn’t kidding! 

“Young Lady, this… Patriarch Shi Potian is still waiting outside. 

Li Wei hesitated for a moment before running off to one of the palaces. “I… I’ll 
look for Lord Long Yi immediately!” 



She felt that Long Yi was pretty strong, but she didn’t expect Shi Potian would 
beg to meet him! 

It finally dawned on her that Long Yi’s status was much more exalted than Shi 
Potian, and her heartbeat accelerated when she realized that she was going 
to talk to someone more important than the strongest expert in the region! Not 
to mention the fact that there was Gu Yuan and Huang Xiaolong! 

A moment later, she arrived at Huang Xiaolong’s palace. No longer barging in 
like before, she yelled outside the entrance, “Your Highness, Patriarch Shi 
Potian of the Heaven Breaking Gate is here! He wishes to meet Lord Long Yi!” 

After pausing for a moment, she continued, “He said that he’ll kneel outside 
the Myriad Star Palace until Lord Long Yi agrees to see him!” 

Huang Xiaolong and the others were sparring in the courtyard when her cries 
rang through the air. Long Yi was sent flying with a single punch by Huang 
Xiaolong, and he roared, “F… Ah!!!!” 

Li Wei stared at the palace in fright. 

However, Gu Yuan’s voice rang through the skies next. “Your Highness, 
you’re too strong! Ouch! It’s too painful!” 

Li Wei’s face flushed red as her thoughts went wild. From their yells, she 
couldn’t help as dirty thoughts filled her mind. 

However, they didn’t mention Shi Potian, and she didn’t dare to repeat herself. 
She could only wait outside patiently. After more than an hour, she gnashed 
her teeth and reminded them. “Lord Long Yi, Patriarch Shi Potian requests to 
meet with you!” 

A response came from Long Yi after several dozen breaths of time. “Fine! Call 
him to get in here! Tell him to roll his way in!” 

?! Even though she was startled, she went out to relay his order. 

Outside the Myriad Star Palace, Li Wei repeated what Long Yi said word for 
word. She was afraid that Shi Potian would fly into a fit of rage, but the smile 
that appeared on his face confused her. “Yes, yes, yes! I’ll go in there right 
now!” It was as though it was his honor to meet Long Yi. 



She stared at him in amazement as he got to his belly and started rolling 
towards the Myriad Star Palace. He went all the way towards Huang 
Xiaolong’s palace. 

Li Wei followed behind him, and when she obtained Huang Xiaolong’s 
permission to enter the palace, she entered with Shi Potian. 

The moment they saw Huang Xiaolong, Long Yi, and Gu Yuan, Shi Potian fell 
to his knees and cried, “Shi Potian greets Lord Dragon! My disciple isn’t aware 
of Lord Dragon’s lofty status and offended you unknowingly! He didn’t mean 
any disrespect! I am here to seek forgiveness on his behalf. Please, show 
mercy!” He took out all the Dragon Liquid in the Breaking Heaven Gate and 
handed it over to Long Yi. 

Li Wei’s eyes widened to the size of saucers. 

Long Yi turned to look at Huang Xiaolong and asked, “Your Highness, this…” 

“Alright, we’ll accept the apology.” 

Long Yi quickly accepted the Dragon Liquid brought by Shi Potian, and Huang 
Xiaolong allowed Shi Potian to get to his feet. After all, Shi Potian didn’t offend 
him in the slightest. There was no need to make things difficult for him. 

“In the future, you can remain behind as my subordinate,” Huang Xiaolong 
muttered. “I’ll remain in the Myriad Star Palace for some time. If you have any 
questions on cultivation, feel free to look for Long Yi.” 

Shi Potian, who didn’t know what to do, stared at Huang Xiaolong in 
bewilderment when he heard what he said. 
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Before he came over, Shi Potian felt that staying alive would be a massive win 
for him. He was even prepared to be beaten to half an inch of his life by Long 
Yi. 

In his head, there were no other outcomes. 



He was ecstatic when he heard that he could serve under Huang Xiaolong. 
Falling to his knees, he thanked Huang Xiaolong profusely. “Potian is more 
than willing to serve Your Highness!” 

He kowtowed relentlessly. 

Even serving Long Yi was like a dream come true to him, much less Huang 
XIaolong! He might not know about Huang Xiaolong’s true identity, but for him 
to have Long Yi as his subordinate, one could only imagine how strong he 
was! 

Li Wei felt as though she was living a dream when she saw Shi Potian 
submitting to Huang Xiaolong. He swore to the heavens that he would never 
betray Huang Xiaolong before bowing respectfully to his new master. 

Huang Xiaolong didn’t waste any time as he ordered Shi Potian to use the 
resources of the Heaven Breaking Gate to look for news of universe-level 
spiritual veins or creation-level pills. 

Not too long after Shi Potian agreed to be Huang Xiaolong’s subordinate, a 
conflicting scene played out in a palace in the Northern Court Celestial 
Empire. Lu Ting and the other five experts stood silently before a pretty lady. 

“Oh? Members of the Myriad Star Palace in the Black Flame World?” The 
woman frowned. 

Ever since they returned from the Dragon Cave, Lu Ting and the others 
started to look into Huang Xiaolong’s identity. They didn’t forget Li Wei and 
the others. The Northern Court Celestial Empire might be strong, but the Shi 
Li World was too damn large! They only managed to obtain the news after 
some time. 

“Yes, Princess.” Lu Ting continued, “The woman is the daughter of the Myriad 
Star Palace Master. However, no one knows where that man came from. He 
shouldn’t be from the Myriad Star Palace. After all, the strongest person in the 
Myriad Star Palace is their palace master, and he only comprehended four 
elements to the perfection level.” 

A light flashed in the princess’ eyes, and she muttered, “Shattering a high-
grade dao artifact with a single finger…” 

Not even she was able to do something like that! 



At the very least, they were dealing with an expert who had comprehended all 
thirteen elements to the perfection level. 

Under normal circumstances, she wouldn’t wish to anger an expert at that 
level. However, the eggs were too important to her. She needed them 
desperately. 

“Princess, should we look for Lord Yang Han?” Lu Ting suggested after a 
short hesitation. 

Yang Han was Princess Bei Xue’s master, and he was also an existence who 
had comprehended all thirteen elements to the perfection level. Moreover, he 
had already accumulated 1 billion units of grand cosmos energy! 

“Master?!” Bei Xue frowned. 

“Yes… Your Highness, if Lord Yang Han makes a move, he will definitely be 
able to retrieve the eggs!” Lu Ting explained. “I can feel that the man is hiding 
a massive secret on him…” 

“Oh!” Bei Xue stared at Lu Ting in silence. 

“Yes, Princess…” she then explained her guesses. 

“Top-grade dragon bloodline?!” Bei Xue felt her heart trembling when she 
heard Lu Ting’s guess. The reason she needed to obtain the eggs was 
because of the dragon and phoenix qi in them. 

If she could obtain a top-grade dragon bloodline, it would be a great bonus! 

“Alright. I will invite my master.” A moment later, she made her decision. 

Naturally, it wouldn’t be an easy matter to invite her master to make his move. 
Even so, she was confident that she could convince him. 

Several days later… 

A figure tore through the skies and headed straight for the Black Flame World. 

… 

“Li Ting of the Myriad Star Palace greets Your Highness!” Li Ting greeted 
Huang Xiaolong respectfully in the main hall of the Myriad Star Palace. The 



experts of the Myriad Star Palace successfully refined the pill with the Dragon 
Heart Grass and Li Ting’s condition improved quickly. He learned about 
everything that happened in his absence, and he decided to thank Huang 
Xiaolong the moment he recovered. 

Helping Li Ting up, Huang Xiaolong pressed his palm on Li Ting’s chest. 
Pressing down slightly, Li Ting was sent flying as he spat out a mouthful of 
black blood. 

“Father!” 

“Palace Master!” 

Li Wei and the others stared at Huang Xiaolong in confusion. 

“Hold it!” Getting to his feet, Li Ting bowed once again. “Many thanks to Your 
Highness!” After refining the pill they made, he recovered quite a bit. However, 
there were countless impurities left in his body and his foundation was 
affected by the leftover injuries. Huang Xiaolong’s palm cleared out 
everything, allowing him to return to his peak state. 

Huang Xiaolong then asked about the reason behind Li Ting’s injury. 

Li Wei had told him about her father’s injury in the past, but she didn’t say a 
word about the reason behind it. 

Huang Xiaolong raised an eyebrow in surprise after hearing the reason. “Ice 
River?” Li Ting’s injury was due to a run-in with an ice beast in the Ice River. 

Gu Yuan interrupted. “The Ice River is one of the most dangerous places in 
the Shi Li World. It’s comparable to the Dragon Cave! However, the number of 
ice beasts there is uncountable!” 

“There’s an Ice King in the river whose strength is comparable to mine…” 
Long Yi said all of a sudden. 

“Oh!” Huang Xiaolong’s interest was definitely aroused. 

“Are there any universe-level treasures in the Ice River?” Huang Xiaolong 
asked Gu Yuan and Long Yi. 

If there was one, he might be tempted to make a trip over. 



“There might be more treasures in the Ice River compared to the Dragon 
Cave! I once obtained a piece of Black Ice Jade Marrow!” 

“Black Ice Jade Marrow?!” Huang Xiaolong smiled. 

The Black Ice Jade Marrow was a treasure equivalent to the Dragon Marrow. 
It could be used to restore the Pangu Axe! 

“However, the Black Ice Jade Marrow is pretty damn rare… I haven’t seen 
one after so many trips there, but I managed to find several Flowers of Time 
and Liquid of Life…” Long Yi added. 

Huang Xiaolong nodded slightly. “Is there a universe-level spiritual vein in the 
Ice River?” 

Gu Yuan and Long Yi shook their heads in unison. “Probably not… No one 
has ever seen one before.” 

Huang Xiaolong wasn’t disappointed at all. A universe-level spiritual vein was 
extremely rare, and it wasn’t uncommon for there not to be one. 

Regardless, Huang Xiaolong decided to make a trip down to the Ice River. If 
he could find a universe-level spiritual vein, it would be great! Otherwise, 
obtaining the Black Ice Jade Marrow would be fine. 

He had already placed the Dragon Marrow he found near the Pangu Axe as 
he allowed it to devour the marrow slowly. 

When he was still asking about the Ice River, Huang Xiaolong frowned all of a 
sudden. 

Gu Yuan, Long Yi, and the others found it slightly weird, and they turned to 
stare at Huang Xiaolong in confusion. 

“Looks like we have guests.” Huang Xiaolong spoke as he turned to look into 
the distance. 

Gu Yuan and Long Yi were stunned, and they quickly sent their dao souls out 
to look for the newcomer. 

“One billion units of grand cosmos energy?” Gu Yuan chuckled. “Looks like a 
large fish from the Northern Court Celestial Empire came knocking.” 



Li Ting and the others stared at him in shock. An expert from the Northern 
Court Celestial Empire with one billion units of grand cosmos energy?! 

A figure approached the hall with extreme speed, and there weren’t any 
fluctuations around him. 

The person who came was Yang Han, Bei Xue’s master! 
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Yang Han had no idea that Huang Xiaolong, Gu Yuan, and Long Yi had long 
since detected his presence. He didn’t think too much about his disciple’s 
request as he felt as though their strength had been exaggerated. 

With the number of treasures she promised, he decided to make the trip over. 

Easily breaking through the grand formation around the Myriad Star Palace, 
he entered the area. The formation might be strong, but it was nothing before 
an expert like him. 

The moment he entered the Myriad Star Palace, he felt all his hair standing on 
end. It was as though he had entered the most dangerous region of a 
forbidden area. 

Yang Han stopped dead in his tracks. 

“Who?!” Circulating his grand cosmos energy, he got on high alert. 

As the word left his lips, several figures emerged from the main palace. 

With a look of suspicion in his eyes, he stared at Huang Xiaolong. 

According to Bei Xue’s description, the youngster was his target. 

However, other than Huang Xiaolong’s handsome appearance, he couldn’t 
detect the slightest trace of strength coming from the kid. 

When he saw the two figures following behind Huang Xiaolong, his pupils 
constricted. 



The feeling he got from them was the same when he met with the Northern 
Court Celestial Emperor! 

No… It seemed as though they were even stronger than the celestial 
emperor! 

How is that possible?! 

The Northern Court Celestial Emperor was an expert who had 1.2 billion units 
of grand cosmos energy. In fact, he had 1.26 billion units of grand cosmos 
energy. 

He completely ignored Li Ting and the others behind Long Yi and Gu Yuan. 

When Yang Han was thinking about the identities of Long Yi and Gu Yuan, 
Huang Xiaolong broke the silence. “Are you the person the fourth princess 
invited over to obtain the eggs?” 

Yang Han’s expression sank when he stared at Huang Xiaolong. He didn’t ask 
about the eggs. Instead, he asked, “Who are you?” 

“Huang Xiaolong.” 

“Huang Xiaolong?” A frown formed on Yang Han’s face. It was clear that he 
hadn’t heard his name before, and he started to introduce himself. “I am Yang 
Han of the Northern Court Celestial Empire.” 

“What?! You’re Lord Yang Han?! The Fourth Princess’ master?” Li Ting 
gasped in fright. 

Yang Han’s reputation in the celestial empire was great! He was an expert 
who had comprehended thirteen elements to the grand completion stage, and 
he had accumulated 1 billion units of grand cosmos energy! He was also the 
Fourth Princess’ master! 

Even though there were many experts in the Shi Li World who were 
comparable to him in strength, they weren’t as famous as him! 

Yang Han wasn’t surprised by their reaction. However, his gaze didn’t shift 
from Huang Xiaolong and he continued, “Indeed, I’m here for the eggs. They 
are extremely important to Bei Xue, and if you’re willing to give them to me, 



the Northern Court Celestial Empire will be eternally grateful to you. We will 
be willing to give you treasures in return.” 

“Oh? What can you offer me in return?” Huang Xiaolong chuckled. 

How could Huang Xiaolong be unaware of Yang Han’s intentions? He was 
definitely planning on snatching the eggs when he came. However, he 
changed his mind after seeing Gu Yuan and Long Yi. 

Yang Han stared at Huang Xiaolong in shock, but he soon gave a reply. “We’ll 
give you a trillion dao coins in return!” 

A trillion dao coins! 

The price might not be low, but it was definitely far from what the eggs were 
worth! 

Gu Yuan sneered, “A trillion dao coins for two Chaos Essence Dragon 
Phoenix Eggs… Brat, are you mentally challenged?” 

Li Ting and the others felt their legs going soft when they heard what Gu Yuan 
said. 

That was Yang Han, a supreme expert of the Northern Court Celestial Empire 
with more than a billion units of grand cosmos energy! 

Strictly speaking, Long Yi and Gu Yuan were existences who were born 
during the creation of the universe. It wasn’t wrong for them to address Yang 
Han as a brat. 

However, a trace of anger flashed through his eyes when he heard how they 
addressed him. 

“Hehe, do you expect me to believe that you brought a trillion dao coins with 
you?” Huang Xiaolong chuckled. 

Yang Han shook his head. “No. However, as long as I bring the eggs back, I’ll 
get someone to bring the dao coins over.” 

“Brat, Gu Yuan wasn’t wrong when he said that you were mentally 
challenged…” Long Yi snorted. 



Anger burned in Yang Han’s heart, and he raged, “What do you mean by 
this?” 

“Don’t give me that sh*t. You were planning to snatch the eggs before you 
came. You only changed your mind when you met us,” Huang Xiaolong 
sneered. 

“Since you’re not sincere at all, I’ll leave right now,” Yang Han muttered after 
glancing at Gu Yuan and Long Yi. 

It was too bad he couldn’t move before a giant fist came crashing down on his 
head. 

As he tumbled through the air, he spat out a mouthful of fresh blood. Turning 
to look at his assailant, he was shocked to discover that Long Yi had made 
the first move. 

Li Ting and the others were equally as shocked to see that Yang Han was 
sent flying with a single punch from Long Yi. 

Previously, they had guessed that Long Yi was an expert who had 
comprehended thirteen elements to the grand completion stage when Shi 
Potian came. They felt that it would be slightly exaggerated to say that he was 
an expert who had accumulated 1 billion units of grand cosmos energy. Now, 
it was clear that they were mistaken. 

Is Long Yi an existence close to the God of Creation Realm?! 

“Who… Who in the world are you?!” Yang Han roared. Long Yi’s punch 
revealed his strength, and Yang Han realized that Long Yi was far stronger 
than the Northern Court Celestial Emperor. 

“Who?” Long Yi chuckled. However, he turned to look at Huang Xiaolong 
before he said anything else. 

After seeing the slight nod from Huang Xiaolong, a sinister grin appeared on 
Long Yi’s face as he strolled over to Yang Han. It was as though he had finally 
found a good prey. 

Chills ran down Yang Han’s spine… 



Tens of minutes later, Li Ting and the others saw that Yang Han was beaten 
up so badly that they nearly failed to recognize him. 

Huang Xiaolong slowly raised his hand, and he sent a ray of purple light into 
Yang Han’s body. 

Several days later… 

In the Northern Court Celestial Empire. 

Bei Xue paced up and down as a solemn expression could be seen on her 
face. 

Lu Ting entered the hall, and Bei Xue asked, “Have you received any news on 
my master?” 

Since a few days ago, they had lost all contact with Yang Han. 

After a slight hesitation, Lu Ting replied, “Lord Yang Han seems to have been 
captured by that man…” 

“Captured?!” Bei Xue exclaimed in fright. 

My master, who has 1 billion units of grand cosmos energy, was captured by 
the enemy?! Can they be mistaken?! 

“Lord Yang Han seems to have submitted to the guy…” Lu Ting whispered. 

“That’s not possible!” Bei Xue cried out in disbelief. 
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“Absolutely impossible!” 

“My master will never betray the Northern Court Celestial Empire!” 

Bei Xue yelled hysterically as she paced around the courtyard. 



Lu Ting opened her mouth to say something, but she eventually swallowed 
her words. She didn’t want to believe the outcome of the investigation either, 
but it seemed as though it was true. 

Yang Han actually fell into the hands of the b*stard they ran into in the Dragon 
Cave! She couldn’t believe that Yang Han would submit to the other party! 

After all, Yang Han had served the empire for countless years. He had fought 
through countless battles, and he was regarded highly by the celestial 
emperor himself! How could it be possible?! 

When Bei Xue finally calmed herself, Lu Ting approached her and muttered, 
“Princess, should we report this to His Majesty?” 

At that moment, not even the celestial emperor knew about the matter. 

As a prominent figure in the celestial empire, Yang Han’s defect to the other 
party’s side had to be reported to the celestial emperor! 

Bei Xue’s expression fluctuated between anger and fear, but she nodded her 
head eventually. “You shall follow me to look for Father Emperor.” 

A moment later, Bei Xue and Lu Ting headed straight for the main hall of the 
imperial palace. 

At that moment, Bei Yanrui was currently discussing some matters with the 
various officials in the main hall. 

“Has there been any news on the old ancestor? It’s been some time since he 
left for the Ice River,” Bei Yanrui asked one of the grand marshals in the hall. 

“Your Majesty, the old ancestor entered the Ice Palace yesterday. Moreover, 
he entered the tenth space in the palace.” 

The Ice Palace was located deep within the Ice River, and it was a land full of 
treasures! 

There were a thousand separate spaces in total, and the treasures contained 
in each of them increased the deeper one went! However, no one had ever 
been able to enter the one-thousandth space! Those who could enter the 
nine-hundredth space and above were few… 



It was said that even Meng Tian, the strongest existence in the universe, had 
been to the Ice River twice! He hadn’t been able to enter the one-thousandth 
space no matter how hard he tried! 

“Your Majesty, please rest assured that the old ancestor will definitely be able 
to enter the nine-hundredth space. He will definitely locate the Heart of Ice!” 
another grand marshal reassured. 

Bei Yanrui nodded slowly. 

Bei Xue and Lu Ting barged into the hall all of a sudden. 

Frowning slightly, Bei Yanrui felt a little confused. His daughter hardly ever 
looked for him in the main hall! 

After they bowed to show their respect, he asked them about the reason 
behind their interruption. 

The two of them looked at each other and remained silent. 

“Your Majesty, something happened to Lord Yang Han.” Lu Ting broke the 
silence before Bei Yanrui could say anything. 

The experts in the hall stared at Lu Ting in shock. 

“What happened to Yang Han?” Bei Yanrui asked. He still had no idea what 
was going on. 

Gritting her teeth, Lu Ting gnashed, “Several days ago, Lord Yang Han went 
to the Black Flame World and was captured by his enemy!” 

“What?!” Bei Yanrui leaped to his feet in shock. 

Everyone in the hall stared at Lu Ting, flabbergasted. 

All of them knew Yang Han’s strength. How in the world did someone capture 
him?! 

“Who was it? Did the world master of the Black Flame World do it?” Bei Yanrui 
asked. 

The strongest individual in the Black Flame World was the world master, 
however, he was probably barely as strong as Yang Han! 



“It isn’t the Black Flame World Master…” Bei Xue sighed. 

Everyone turned to look at her. 

After a slight hesitation, she continued, “It’s a youngster with the surname 
‘Huang’.” 

“Huang?” Bei Yanrui frowned. 

“Lu Ting also managed to find out that my master chose to submit to that 
youngster.” Bei Xue’s voice was low when she revealed the truth. 

Bei Yanrui felt his throat going dry when he looked at his daughter. 

“What?!” 

“How can Lord Yang Han betray the empire?!” 

Everyone in the hall went into an uproar. 

Sucking in a long breath, Bei Yanrui held his hand up to silence everyone 
before turning to ask Bei Xue. “Tell me exactly what happened…” 

Repeating everything that happened from the time Lu Ting and the others ran 
into Huang Xiaolong in the Dragon Cave, Bei Xue didn’t dare to hide a thing 
from her father. She also mentioned the part where Yang Han headed to the 
Myriad Star Palace alone to look for Huang Xiaolong. 

Narrowing his eyes, Bei Yanrui growled, “Someone with the surname ‘Huang’ 
from the Myriad Star Palace?” 

“Your Majesty, can he be related to Lord Huang Muyang?!” a grand marshal in 
the hall guessed. 

“I have already made the necessary investigations. The man isn’t related to 
Lord Huang Muyang at all. Lord Huang Muyang has six descendants who 
have comprehended all thirteen elements to perfection level, but he isn’t any 
one of them,” Lu Ting explained. 

“Father, I’m afraid that this isn’t as simple as it seems…” Bei Xue muttered. 

Bei Yanrui nodded his head and sighed, “Of course, I’m not doubting Yang 
Han. I will get to the bottom of this.” 



In the blink of an eye, tens of thousands of years passed. 

One fine day, Huang Xiaolong emerged from his palace and looked at the 
starry skies above. He heaved a sigh of relief. After so long, he had finally 
refined the universe-level spiritual vein. 

It was time for him to leave the Myriad Star Palace. 

According to his estimations, he only needed four more spiritual veins at that 
level before his third world would reach the peak level under the God of 
Creation Realm! 

“Your Highness, the men from the Northern Court Celestial Empire are here 
again!” Li Ting made a report. 

In the years that passed, countless experts of the celestial empire came over. 
However, they were easily dealt with by Gu Yuan and Long Yi. Initially, Huang 
Xiaolong thought that the old ancestor of the Northern Court Celestial Empire 
would personally appear, but that wasn’t the case. From what he heard, the 
old ancestor went to the Ice Palace of the Ice River. 

“Throw all of them out. Tell them that I’ll head to the Ice River tomorrow and 
the Myriad Star Palace will be under my protection. If anything happens to 
you, I’ll personally make a trip down to the celestial empire to look for Bei 
Yanrui!” 

“Your Highness, are you really going to the Ice River?!” Li Ting exclaimed. 

Huang Xiaolong nodded slightly. “Everything has to come to an end. If we’re 
fated to meet, we’ll see each other again.” 

Li Ting nodded his head in silence. 

The very next day, Huang Xiaolong, Gu Yuan, Long Yi, and Yang Han left the 
Myriad Star Palace. 

The experts of the Myriad Star Palace sent them off, and Li Wei didn’t budge 
even after the group had disappeared into the void. Li Ting shook his head 
when he saw his daughter’s behavior. How could he be unaware of her 
thoughts? However, he knew that there was no way they could hold someone 
like Huang Xiaolong back. 



The Ice River wasn’t close to the Myriad Star Palace at all, and Huang 
Xiaolong continued to discuss the way of the dao with Gu Yuan and Long Yi 
on the way there. Yang Han stood to the side as he listened intently. 

A year later, they finally saw the Ice River deep in the void. 

“Your Highness, I heard that the little brat, Bei Yanrui, has also come to the 
Ice River.” Long Yi whispered. 

“Oh?” Huang Xiaolong raised an eyebrow in shock. 

“The old ancestor of the Northern Court Celestial Empire is about to emerge 
from the Ice Palace, and Bei Yanrui brought the experts of the empire over to 
welcome the old ancestor,” Gu Yuan continued. 

“If we enter the Ice River in a few days, will we be able to run into them?” 
Huang Xiaolong asked with a mischievous glint in his eyes. 

The old ancestor of the Northern Court Celestial Empire, Bei Ting, was a God 
of Creation who had reached the peak of the small completion stage. He 
probably had nearly 3.0 billion units of grand cosmos energy. 
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Long Yi roared with laughter, “Bei Yanrui will definitely mention what 
happened to Bei Ting when he emerges from the Ice Palace! He will definitely 
ask the old ancestor to stand up for them to seek out Your Highness!” 

Gu Yuan chuckled. “Hahaha! It’s not like His Highness is afraid of Bei Ting!” 

The two of them chuckled with amusement. 

Yang Han, who was standing behind them, laughed, “I will have to trouble 
Your Highness to explain the situation to the God of Creation, Bei Ting.” 

Huang Xiaolong waved his hand and laughed, “There’s nothing to explain. 
Don’t worry about it.” 

Two days later… 



The group arrived above the Ice River. 

Staring at the massive lake of ice hanging in the space before them, not the 
slightest bit of imperfection could be seen in it! It was extremely pretty, but the 
river of ice behaved shockingly like water! 

It flowed through the space like a liquid! 

Huang Xiaolong’s group of four saw groups of experts emerging, entering, 
and traveling across the Ice River World like a little trail of ants. They were 
experts from various worlds. Despite the danger residing in the Ice River, 
many people were there to try their luck in hopes of finding amazing treasures 
within! 

Naturally, everyone who could enter the Ice River World belonged to factions 
at the creed level. The weakest of those who entered were Primal Ancestors! 

Even if they were Primal Ancestors, they were close to the Dao Venerable 
Realm! 

Huang Xiaolong retrieved his Purple Lightning Peak before descending 
towards a world of ice below them. 

Huang Xiaolong saw that everything around them was covered in ice. 
However, the ice glowed a variety of colors. 

There were even flames that burned in solid ice! It was a special existence 
called frozen flames, and it was extremely rarely seen in the universe. 

The Ice River World was truly a special existence. 

That was the name given to it by countless generations of experts who visited 
the Ice River. 

The Ice River World was even larger than the Dragon Cave, but not many 
people could venture to its extreme depths. Not even God of Creation Realm 
experts could explore the entire area. 

When Huang Xiaolong’s group was silently observing the various types of ice, 
an arrogant cry rang through the air. “Get out of our way! The Third Young 
Master is coming through!” 



From what it seemed, the group who yelled at Huang Xiaolong’s party of four 
had just entered the Ice River World. 

Turning around, Huang Xiaolong saw that there were quite a lot of people 
coming their way. Faint light surrounded their robes, and they looked 
extremely eye-catching. 

From their get-up, they were members of the Floating Light Holy World Manor! 

There were countless holy worlds in the Shi Li World, but the Floating Light 
Holy World ranked in the top five! 

They were a monstrous existence in the Shi Li World, and they were ranked 
right below the Shi Li Celestial Empire and the Northern Court Celestial 
Empire! 

“Blocking your way? Did you carve your name here or something?” Huang 
Xiaolong sneered. 

The Ice River World was massive. Huang Xiaolong’s group barely took up any 
space at all, and there was no reason the other party couldn’t walk to the side. 

A sinister smile formed on Long Yi’s face. “Right now, His Highness claimed 
this path. Get the f*ck away! If you don’t… Hehehe…” 

The experts of the Floating Light World couldn’t believe what they were 
hearing. They didn’t expect anyone to be more pretentious than them! 

A youngster who emitted an air of confidence stepped out of the group. It was 
clear that he was someone more important than any of those around him. 

“Interesting. I, Gao Boyang, would like to see how qualified you are to claim 
this area for yourself!” The youngster sneered. 

Gao Boyang was precisely the third son of the World Master of the Floating 
Light World. He was extremely famous in the Floating Light World, and he 
was an expert who had comprehended eight elements to the perfection level. 

He turned to order his subordinate beside him, “Toss them out! I don’t wish to 
see any of them!” 

His meaning couldn’t be more clear. 



“Yes, Third Master.” Four experts stepped out from their ranks as soon as he 
gave the order. 

The four of them looked exactly the same. They were obviously quadruplets, 
and their skin was slightly green in color. They were experts from the Green 
Giant Race! 

They moved in unison, and four palms shot towards Huang Xiaolong’s group. 
Giant pillars of green light fell from the void and turned into a huge river that 
shot at Huang Xiaolong’s party of four. 

The green river moved extremely quickly, and the members of the Floating 
Light World couldn’t react in time! It exploded before Huang Xiaolong’s group. 
However, the green river turned into specks of light that swarmed towards the 
members of the Floating Light World, and miserable screams soon came from 
them. 

Gao Boyang and the others were shocked as they tried to distance 
themselves from the battlefield, afraid that they would also be affected by the 
specks of light. 

They stared at Huang Xiaolong’s group with terror in their eyes. 

“Third Young Master… These people are extremely powerful. We have no 
idea how strong they are… Why don’t we take another path?” someone 
advised. 

The experts who acted earlier comprehended four elements to the perfection 
level. Even so, they were killed without much fanfare. It was obvious that the 
two parties weren’t on the same level. They didn’t even know which of the four 
before them made the move! 

In fact, Yang Han was the one who acted earlier. 

Huang Xiaolong and the other two were too lazy to bother. 

Regardless, Yang Han was an expert who had accumulated 1.0 billion units of 
grand cosmos energy. Killing the four green giants was as easy as breathing. 

With his expression sinking, Gao Boyang growled, “I’ll remember this!” 

After he spoke, he brought the members of the Floating Light World away. 



Huang Xiaolong stopped Long Yi who wanted to send them all to hell. “Right 
now, locating the universe-level spiritual vein and the Ice Marrow outranks 
everything.” 

Soon after, their group left. 

Not too long after they disappeared, Gao Boyang reappeared with a frosty 
look on his face. 

“Look into their identities.” 

“Third Young Master, the middle aged-man looks pretty familiar. I can’t 
remember where I’ve seen him before!” 

The person he was referring to was Yang Han. 

Of course, Gao Boyang didn’t care too much about it. Instead, he sneered, 
“My father will arrive in a few days. When he comes, We’ll deal with that 
bunch of lowlives!” 
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